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MULTI-USE BUTTERFLY CREATIVE CARD
Design by: MamaCalzone (10 Projects)
About me: Stay at hom e m om m y
Project skill level: easy
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Anniversary Birthday Family Get

Well Cards Sympathy Cards Easter Father's
Day Mother's Day Spring Summer Bridal
Shower Graduation Retirement Wedding Thank
You Cards Feminine Engagement Baby Girl
Kids Teen College Spiritual/Religious Love Celebration
Celebration Cards Invitations Grade School Family Cards Cards
Just Because Cards Friend Cards Hobbies Clean & Simple
Mom/Grandma Dad/Grandpa Friends
Creative Card layout design

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Mini&reg;
Personal Electronic
Cutter

Creative Cards
Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Teal and White Cardstock

3 types of Decorative Cardstoc

Glue

Stickers

Heart shaped hole punch

STEP 1
So what's nice about this is that you make 3 cards all at once by cutting all elements out of each different type of paper (except the white).
Then you mix and match the different papers to compliment the card. Here is what you will need to cut out of each type of paper: All given
pieces in the Creative Card cartridge Butterfly layout, one large butterfly (this is done by edit and contouring in CCR removing one butterfly
and sizing the remaining one larger) And one extra copy of the die cut piece that goes on the front of the card.

Thank You Card

STEP 2
I altered the rectangle in CCR to be thicker so that I could add stickers.

STEP 3
Next cut out two die cut pieces out of the white that are sized smaller that the decorative ones so that it fits inside them for the inside of the
card.

Inside cards

STEP 4
Mix and match pieces till you like the contrast and colors and glue everything down. I added a heart with a fiskars large heart hole punch
out of three of the types of paper to glue where I signed my name after a sentiment. Also just as a note, you can see that I didn't use the
large die cut of the teal or one of the decorative paper cuts on the front of the card. I placed these on the inside of two of the card to add a
little somethin-somethin. Also I didn't use all the pieces but feel free to play with what you think looks good.

Inside cards
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RELATED PROJECTS
Love Blocks!
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